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well. That means the water rose
some 50 meters above the normal
river level. Glad we weren’t there.

Rigging down through the blocks
to Chupabotas and Chupalámpara
was the joy that was expected. Ev-
erything was covered with mud,
and tying slings around huge blocks
required two people just to reach
around. It took two hours to rig 70
meters of rope through the obstacle

course to the top of the drop into
Lago Osioso (Good for Nothing
Lake). But at least the way on was
now prepared for the next team to
push on to the end of exploration
and see what lay beyond.

Meanwhile Taco, Lara, and Ser-
gio were out prospecting for en-
trances and had turned up two right
up above the road, above the en-
trance to Durazno. One was quite

small and marked by a symbol (an
X inside a circle) indicating that it
had been mapped and by another
symbol that we figured must have
been placed by the Draco group.
The other was 9 meters wide by 6
meters high and continued on with
similarly large passage to a larger
room with a rift in the floor and a
strongly drafting tube in the wall.
As the tube looked very small and
nasty, Taco figured a sketch was all
Cueva del Tubo warranted, and
they continued on their way down
the valley to look for more. Late in
the day, Lara found a steep-walled
doline with a 17-meter pit in it that
Taco dropped to scout out. It con-
tinued in large passage, and he left
it for another day. Sergio dropped
a small pit up a side valley, but it
was blocked at the bottom.

The next day saw Taco, Lara and
me headed out to map Lara’s find
of the previous day, while Sergio
and Vicente headed in to push the
way on in Durazno. The 17-meter

The entrance to Cueva del
Caido. Chris Lloyd.
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